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When someone gets a horological piece, often little is known about it other than the ob-
vious. The clock in Figure 1 is an 8-day timepiece manufactured by Chauncey Jerome, 

according to the label. The case was determined to be an ogee style, yet much of the clock’s 
history is unknown. When was it manufactured? What has the clock experienced since its 
manufacture? Where has it served to pass the hours? Why was this clock selected by its suc-
cession of owners? 

This article describes the clock and movement, reviews the signifi cance of the ogee case 
and the development of the brass movement, and tries to determine the period of the 
manufacture. 

The condition of the clock before its repair and efforts to conserve the movement and 
case also are included. The intent is that this article will accompany the clock as it proceeds 
through successive possessors. It is hoped that the information will assist in its future con-
servation and perhaps inspire interest in the preservation of timepieces and their historical 
signifi cance.1

Chauncey Jerome 

Figure 1, left. 
Full view of the 
shelf clock. COURTESY 

OF BRYCE G. HOFFMAN 

(2).

Figure 2. 
Eight-day brass 

movement of clock.

by John Crowley (CA)Double Ogee
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Signifi cance
The ogee-style shelf clock was made for 90 years from 

circa 1825 to circa 1915. It is believed that more ogees 
were made than any other case.2 This not only helped 
“make the United States the largest clock-producing na-
tion on earth for a time but assisted in pulling the clock 
industry out of a deep recession in 1837.” In addition, the 
ogee “stimulated the American export business.”3

First produced in Connecticut, ogees originally had 
30-hour wooden movements. Many were based on a de-
sign by Eli Terry. Jerome initially purchased clock parts 
and movements from Terry to begin his clock business.4 
Through a series of partnerships, Jerome began manu-
facturing 30-hour and 8-day wooden movements for his 
clocks by about 1830.

But in 1837 a depression bankrupted many clock-mak-
ing businesses.5 That fall Jerome was settling accounts in 
Richmond, VA, when “he came upon the idea of a new 
clock . . . a cheap 1-day brass clock that would take the 
place of the wood clock.”6

Jerome discussed his idea with his brother, Noble Je-
rome, who designed a 30-hour brass movement based 
on a design apparently copied from Frederick Heisely, a 
Pennsylvania German living in Harrisburg, PA, whom 
Chauncey Jerome had visited on his trip to Richmond.7 
“The Jeromes’s cheap brass clock was almost an immedi-
ate success. They were usually cased in simple ogee [re-
verse capital S-shaped profi le] molding cases and sold for 
about $7.00 cash.”8 Clocks with wooden movements were 
selling for about $3.9

Unlike the wooden clocks, the brass clocks’ movements 
were not affected when they were shipped overseas. “In 
the past Jerome had sent a large shipment of wooden 
clocks to his southern markets by boat and the move-
ments were so affected that they could not get them to 
keep operating and were declared useless.”10 

Jerome fi rst began shipping brass movement clocks to 
England in 1842.11 “By the fall of 1843 the Jerome broth-
ers were also producing an 8-day version of the cheap 
brass movement.”12

Period
The label inside the clock case (Figure 4) provides two 

indications about when the clock was made. The wording 
on the label “Manufactured by Chauncey Jerome, New 
Haven, Conn.” narrows the period. After a fi re destroyed 
his Bristol, CT, factory complex on April 23, 1845,13 Je-
rome moved his operation to New Haven, CT, where it 
continued until Jerome Manufacturing Co. fi led for bank-
ruptcy on February 14, 1856.14

On November 27, 1855, before Jerome Manufacturing 
Co. went bankrupt, a partnership was formed between 
two of Jerome’s sons, his son-in-law, and a clock salesman 
familiar with the European market.15 Known as Jerome & 
Co., the partnership sold clocks and other goods in Brit-
ain, Ireland, and Europe. The partnership continued until 
1904 when it was bought out by New Haven Clock Co.16

Figure 4. Reproduction of label. COURTESY OF AMERICAN 

CLOCK AND WATCH MUSEUM.

Figure 3. Hollow cast pedestal mount for wire gong. COURTESY 

OF BRYCE G. HOFFMAN.
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By January 1857 New Haven Clock Co. had purchased 
all of Jerome Manufacturing Co.’s unfi nished work, ma-
terials, machinery, and assets.17 New Haven Clock Co. 
“used the Jerome name for export purposes until about 
1900.”18

The label also includes the name of the printer, “Ben-
ham”, and locates his shop in the Globe Building, at the 
corner of Church and Chapel streets, New Haven. Records 
show that John H. Benham, printer, moved his shop from 
Orange Street, New Haven, in 1856.19

Although the movement (Figure 2) is of the early 1.143 
type, as designated by Snowden Taylor (Figure 5), the 
pedestal on which the wire striking gong is mounted is 
of later manufacture. Earlier pedestals (1846-1854) were 
cast solid with a fl at rather than concave underside. The 
pedestal in this clock was cast hollow (Figure 3), which 
suggests a later period (1855-1860).20

In researching this clock, two examples of ogee clocks 
bearing the Jerome name were found and verifi ed as hav-
ing come from the European market:

• An 8-day brass movement with moon hands, dou-
ble door, double ogee, and “Chauncey Jerome, New 
Haven” label printed by Benham, 650 Orange St., 
New Haven (1846-1855). The clock was purchased 
from a dealer in Canada who received it in a ship-
ment of antiques from Scotland.21

• A 30-hour brass movement with club hands, dou-
ble ogee, and “Jerome & Company” label printed 
by Benham, Globe Building, corner Church and 
Chapel streets, New Haven (1855-1860). The clock 
was last purchased in the United States after being 
shipped from Wigan, Lancashire, England.22

Figure 5. Type 1.143 
brass 8-day movement 
identifi ed by Snowden 

Taylor. COURTESY OF 
TIMOTHY TAYLOR (LEFT) AND  

SNOWDEN TAYLOR (RIGHT).

Figure 6. Brass 
wood screw with 

steel washer on the 
bottom of the case. 

COURTESY OF BRYCE G. 

HOFFMAN (2).

Figure 7, below. 
Protruding nail tip 
through the top of 
the case from back.
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Considering the label, the movement, and the gong 
pedestal, this clock was most likely manufactured by 
New Haven Clock Co. for export after purchasing the as-
sets of the bankrupt Jerome Manufacturing Co. The pe-
riod of manufacture is estimated as being between 1856 
and 1860. 

Condition
This clock (Figure 1 and Table 1 ) was last purchased July 

11, 1981, at the National Association of Watch & Clock 
Collector, Inc.’s Regional Convention in Anaheim, CA. 
The clock was in running order when bought. However, 
a cursory inspection during negotiations raised concerns 
about the weight cords, which appeared to be butcher’s 
twine, and their ability to reliably bear the 8¾-pound 
weights driving the mechanism. The decision was made 
to wait until the clock was cleaned and examined before 
setting its pendulum in motion.

Circumstances did not allow for close examination of 
the case and mechanism until 2011. The periods of dis-
play and storage during the 30 years between purchase 
and conservation had its effect on the clock as did previ-
ous repair efforts.

Case: The mahogany veneer, except for a few small ar-
eas, was intact and the fi nish was in good shape (Figure 
1). Previous case repairs included:

• Brass wood screw with steel washer repair on the 
bottom of the case at the right (time) front corner 
(Figure 6)

• Slightly protruding nail tip through the top of the 
case from the back (Figure 7)

• Brass nut serving as a spacer on the arbor of the time 

Table 1. Chauncey Jerome Double Ogee

Movement
Type and layout  Eight-day brass type 
 1.143,a “T” shape body         
  plate; hooks secured 
 to seat board with 
 wooden block mount 
 (Figure 2) 
Material of construction  Brass plates with steel  
 posts held together
             with taper pins; brass 
 gears mounted on 
            steel arbors
Power source Cast-iron weights 5'' tall, 
 3½'' wide, 2¼''
                                      deep tapering toward the 
 top with top hook;
                                             8¾ lb. weight
Escapement
Type                                Verge; verge-pin arm 
 fastened with a rivet
Pendulum characteristics  2'' dia., 2.8 oz. brass 
 capped lead bob
Provision for regulating Brass rating nut on 3''  
                                                  steel bob wire 
                             threaded 1'' from bottom
Case
Size and type  31'' tall (top half of 
 pulleys included), 
                                       16½'' wide, 4¼'' deep; 
 shelf
Primary and secondary        Pine frame with 
materials mahogany veneer; glass; 
                                     brass hinges and latches
Style features Double door; outer strip 
 molding has 
                                          convex contour and door 
 sash moldings concave 
 (double ogee also oogee, 
 oog, OG)
Dial
Material and fi nish Ivory paper on zinc dial  
 plate
Size, shape, and layout  9¼'' square; 8'' time track 
 with raised chapter area
Type of numerals      Thin Roman numerals

Hands
Material and fi nish  Stamped steel
Decorative characteristics  Moon style painted black
Method of setting  Turning minute hand 
 forward

Strike
Striking pattern     Hour striking
Bell or gong                       Wire gong on brass-
 capped cast-iron pedestal 
 cast hollow (Figure 3)

a Taylor, Snowden, “Eight-Day Brass Weight Movements of the 
Noble Jerome Era,” NAWCC Bulletin, No. 270 (February 1991): 
6, 10, 22.

Figure 8. Brass nut spacer on the arbor of the time 
train pulley. COURTESY OF BRYCE G. HOFFMAN.
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train pulley functioning to keep the pulley from 
wobbling (Figure 8)

• Nail tip on the top hinge of the bottom door result-
ing in the veneer on the frame around the tablet 
being slightly raised (Figure 9)

In addition, the glass in the bottom door displaying 
the decalcomania tablet appeared to be a replacement as 
the glass was fl at, not wavy like the old glass in the top 
door. Inside the bottom door, the top of the left molding 
securing the tablet glass was split (Figure 10). This likely 
occurred during replacement of the tablet glass. 

The reverse of the tablet had a few small cracks and 
some chips in the white paint. Mold was apparent in the 
compromised areas. The label was in poor shape and 
much of the decorative border framing the script was 
missing, due in part to the raising and lowering of the 
weights. The wording on the label was legible, but mold 
was present on it and on much of the inside of the case.

Dial and Hands: The printed dial was in surprisingly 
excellent condition, especially compared to the label. 
However, the keyhole grommets were missing, and paper 
from the dial was apparent in the key holes, indicating 
the possibility that a replacement paper dial was placed 
over the original zinc dial plate.

Although moon hands were common on ogee shelf 
clocks of this era, these hands were stamped and black 
paint covered only the face of the hands. A comparison 

with moon hands known to be authentic would be neces-
sary to confi rm their originality.

Movement: After an initial cleaning the condition of 
the movement was determined. Pivots were worn and 
in need of polishing. Some pivot holes in the plates had 
been bushed during a previous repair. All but the holes in 
the rear plate for the No. 1 arbor of both time-and-strike 
trains required re-bushing. Steel arbors and wires bore 
some rust, which needed to be addressed. Trundles in all 
lantern pinions showed signs of wear and none appeared 
to have been replaced. A repairer’s “S” had been etched 
on a spoke of the gear of the No. 1 arbor, indicating the 
strike train arbor and gear. A notch etched near a tooth 
of the gear indicated the point of alignment with the rest 
of the train.

The verge pin was bent and the surfaces of the verge’s 
pallets were worn. The spring end of the one-piece sus-
pension rod showed evidence of having been twisted. 
This observation was made at the time of purchase. The 
original suspension rod was removed from the clock dur-
ing a period of storage and was lost. The threads of the 
pendulum bob wire were stripped and would not allow 
for adjustment of the bob.

Having established the condition of the clock, a treat-
ment plan was developed. Because previous repairs 
changed the clock from its original “as manufactured” 
condition, a complete restoration was not possible. Rath-

Figure 9. Raised veneer on frame of bottom door from nail tip 
at top hinge.

Figure 10. Split molding securing tablet glass. 
COURTESY OF BRYCE G. HOFFMAN (2).
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er, the goal of the treatment plan was to conserve the 
clock in its present condition and repair the movement 
to “good running order.” 

Conservation
Case: Previous repairs to the case were determined to 

be sound. They also provided a record of events in the 
clock’s history and the repairer’s creativity in mending 
the damage. They were considered to be part of the char-
acter of the clock and were left intact.

The mold on the back of the tablet was treated twice 
with 99 percent isopropyl alcohol. Mold inside the case 
was fi rst treated with a 10 percent bleach solution and 
allowed to dry thoroughly. A solution of equal parts min-
eral oil and vinegar was applied to restore the wood. The 
label was gently swabbed with dry cotton swabs to re-
move the mold. The label was too brittle to allow any 
further attempts to attack the mold. 

Dial and Hands: Grommets were placed in the key 
holes. No further conservation was necessary.

Movement: Pivots were polished to address the wear 
and then sized for a proper bushing. A KWM-style hand-
held bushing reamer and KWM bushings were used in 
re-bushing the plates (Table 2). 

As an alternative to replacing the verge, the verge pin 
was straightened to its original position, and the verge 
saddle re-bushed. This allowed for the presentation of 
an unworn portion of the verge’s pallet surfaces to en-
gage the escape wheel. The original verge could thus be 
retained.

Although wear on the trundles of the lantern pinions 
was apparent, it was minimal. The expense of the tools 
and the time required to replace the trundles would not 
be of equivalent benefi t to the clock. It was decided that 

replacement would be postponed to a future repair.
Rust on steel parts was removed with a scratch brush. 

The disassembled movement was given a fi nal cleaning. 
Holes in the plates were then cleaned with pegwood, and 
pivots in pithwood. A replacement single-piece suspen-
sion rod and 62-lb. 3/64'' white braided nylon cord was 
obtained from Ronell Clock Co. The cord was cut and 
attached to the winding arbors of the time-and-strike 
trains. After lubricating the pivots and the surfaces of the 
pallets, the movement was returned to the case and the 
weight cords were attached to the weights. 

The length of the suspension rod was determined by 
trial and error to be 14'' after the end of the rod was bent 
to receive the bob wire. A piece of wire was cut, threaded, 
and bent to match the original bob wire and rating nut. 
The length of the pendulum was found to be ±15.5'' from 
pallet cock to the center of the bob. After lubricating the 
suspension rod at the point it engages the crutch and 
making adjustments to the time-and-strike trains, the 
pendulum of the conserved clock was set into motion on 
the last day of 2012. 

Conclusion
When the condition of the clock and the repairs previ-

ously made to the case were examined, I wondered what 
had happened to this clock. A possible scenario might ex-
plain the repairs. The fi rst clue was the brass nut serving 
as a spacer on the arbor of the time train pulley (Figure 8).

Absent the brass nut, the pulley may have wobbled suf-
fi ciently to allow the weight cord to slip off the pulley 
and onto its arbor. If this went unnoticed, winding the 
clock over time could have worn and eventually broken 
the weight cord, allowing the weight to fall and damage 
the bottom of the case. The brass wood screw and steel 

Table 2. Pivot diameters and KWM bushing numbers

 Front KWM  Back plate  KWM
 (mm)  (mm)

Strike train 
 S1 4.7 L85 replaced 3.32 L81
 S2 1.65 L43 replaced 1.71  L43 replaced 
 S3  1.7 L43 replaced 1.66 L43 replaced
 Fly  1.64 L88 replaced  1.63 L88 replaced

Time train
 T1 4.7  L85 replaced 3.24 L81 
 T2 1.59 L43 replaced 1.7 L43 replaced
 T3  1.73 L43 replaced 1.7  L43 replaced  
 Escape 1.68 L43 replaced 1.68 L43 replaced

Motion work
 Minute 1.7 L43 replaced 1.68  L43 replaced
 Hour  N/A  2.2 L46 replaced

Note: The plate thickness is equal to 1.68 mm.
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washer secured the damaged bottom to the clock case 
(Figure 6). If the weight had fallen from far enough up in 
the case, it very well might have broken the decalcoma-
nia tablet in the bottom door, necessitating replacement 
with newer glass. The molding securing the glass might 
have split (Figure 10) in the process of removing the bro-
ken tablet. Of course, all this is conjecture.

Initially purchased for addition to a collection, it was 
intended that the weight cords be replaced with catgut, 
commonly used for this purpose in clocks of this period. 
It was not anticipated that the clock would be kept run-
ning. When the decision was made to run the clock, the 
weight cords were replaced with braided nylon cord. Al-
though not appropriate for the period of this clock (ny-
lon was not introduced until 1938),23 this compromise 
accomplishes the goal of the treatment plan to repair the 
movement to “good running order.” 

No record was kept of the time invested nor the ex-
pense incurred in the conservation of this clock, because 
these matters are of more concern to the professional 
repairer and less so the hobbyist. The true value of the 
clock lies in its historical role in contributing to the end 
of the depression of 1837. In addition, the Jeromes’s brass 
movement allowed for expansion of American exports 
making the United States, at least for a time, the largest 
clock-producing nation.

Although aesthetics are more a matter of personal 
opinion, the utilitarian value of a timepiece more than 
150 years old that can be brought to keep reasonably ac-
curate time should not be denied. This was done by using 
only hand tools.

This conservator’s interest in horology grew out of 
a friendship with Richard Pridham. He was gracious 
enough with his time and knowledge to mentor me for 
the 40-plus years of that friendship. As a result of his pa-
tient instruction, my hands learned the skills that result-
ed in the conservation of this clock. 
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John Crowley retired from employment in telecom-

munications, hospitality, and health care. He is an as-
piring horological hobbyist and NAWCC member since 
joining Chapter 4 (Southern California) in 1971. When a 
motion to dissolve Chapter 4 passed in November 2011, 
the declining interest in horology became painfully ap-
parent. It is hoped that a documentation of the history 
and conservation of this clock might pique a curiosity in 
others to pursue horological interests.
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Collection Connection
The National Watch and Clock Museum houses more than 12,000 timepieces at its Columbia, PA, location, but several 
NAWCC members are unable to visit this horological collection. So we are bringing that collection to you. Several articles 
in the Watch & Clock Bulletin feature items similar to those in the Museum, and we are highlighting those timepieces in this 
feature through photographs and explanations provided by Museum Director Noel Poirier and Curator Kimberly Jovinelli.

Chauncey Jerome Ogee Clock

This is a Chauncey Jerome shelf clock, circa 1850. It is a stan-
dard ogee with a 30-hour brass weight-driven time-and 

strike-movement with an alarm between the plates. The  front 
plate is stamped at bottom with “Chauncey Jerome / New Hav-
en, Conn / USA” and the label reads: “Patent Brass Clocks, Man-
ufactured and Sold by Chauncey Jerome, New Haven, Conn.” 
It has a painted wood Roman dial and a transfer tablet with a 
view of a scene in Rome, Italy.
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